
Molecular Spectroscopy 
:probing dance of molecules 

with light !! 
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Dance of Molecules: 
An Introduction to Molecular 

Motion 
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Translational motion 
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Rotational motion  
with translational 

motion 

only 
rotational 

motion 

translation 
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Vibrational motion 

Stretching of the bond between the atoms 
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Describe the types of motion 
•  Translational 

•  Rotational 

•  Vibrational 
motion that changes the shape of the molecule – 
stretching, bending 

whole atom or molecule changes its 
location in three dimensional space (recall 
free particle) 

whole molecule spins around an axis in 
three dimensional space  
 

Motion 
of whole 
molecule 

ß Motion within molecule 
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Molecular Energy Levels 

Molecules can have the following types of energy 
 
Kinetic (due to motion) 
Electronic (PE and KE of electrons) 
Vibrational (oscillation of atoms in bonds) 
Rotational 

 
All except the KE are quantized (QM says so !!) 
 

 Emolecule = Erotational + Evibrational + Eelectronic 
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Molecular Energy Levels 

Rotational 
Energy Levels 

Vibrational 
Energy Levels 

Ground 
Electronic 
State 

Excited 
Electronic 
State 
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Experiment is the only means of knowledge at our 
disposal. Everything else is poetry, imagination 
 
- Max Planck 
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Molecular Spectroscopy 
 
 
Chemist’s interests !! 
 
Bond Length 
 
Bond Strength 
 
 

QM in Action !!!! 
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Electromagnetic Spectrum 
The frequency at which energy is absorbed or emitted is  
related to the energy levels involved in the transitions by 

12 EEhv −=
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Electromagnetic Spectrum of interest 
UV-Visible 

IR 

Microwave 
Energy (ΔE) 102 Kcal 1 Kcal      10-2 Kcal      

Frequency 1015 Hz 1012 Hz      109 Hz      

Time scale 10-15 Sec 10-12 Sec      10-9 Sec      

Born-Oppenheimer Approximation 

Related to  
Nuclear motion 

Related to  
Electronic motion 

Spectroscopy can probe these motions !!! 

Vibration 

IR 

Rotation 
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The molecule must interact with light! 

The molecule must have a permanent dipole moment which will eventually  
produce a oscillating field for either rotational or vibrational motion 

HCl	
For molecule with zero dipole moment, a fluctuating induced dipole  
moment must be Produced for any one of the rotational or vibrational  
Motion 

H2	

EMR	
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The information captured in an 
experimentally recorded spectra 

10 cm-1
 

DE = hn

20 cm-1
 

40 cm-1  
 

E1	

E2	

E3	

Wavenumber (in cm-1) 

Intensity 

0	 10	 20	 30	

 Frequencies or wavenumbers of the spectral transitions  

 Not all the transitions are allowed 
-- Selection rule  (can be derived from QM) 

 Intensity ratio’s of the spectral lines 
-- Populations of the states (Boltzmann Distribution) 
Number of molecules in level j at equilibrium   ( )n g kTj j j∝ −exp /ε 14	



Schematics of a spectrophotometer 

A=
	lo
g	
I 0/
I	

Monochromator 

nλ = 2d sinθ

Sample 

Reference 

Beam Splitter 

Absorbance = log 0I
I

= εcl



 How to find out bond length of HCl ?  
 A diatomic molecule with permanent dipole moment 

Rotational motion can create a fluctuating dipole 
HCl is rotationally active molecule 16	



Rigid Rotor model 

H Cl 

Assumption: The diatomic bond is rigid  

Solving the Schrödinger  
equation, it can be shown that  
the rotational energy levels  
For the rigid rotor is quantized 

� 

EJ =
h2

8π 2I
J J +1( )  joules, where J = 0,1,2.....

I =
m1m2

m1 + m2

r0
2 = µr0

2 ,          where µ = Reduced mass
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Calculating the Rotational transition 
energies (ΔE) 

EJ =
h

8π 2Ic
J J +1( )   cm-1, where J = 0,1,2.....

EJ = BJ J +1( )   cm-1,   where   B = h
8π 2Ic

= Rotational Constant

Selection Rule:	

� 

Δ J = ±1

� 

ΔE = E J final( ) − E Jinitial( )  

for  ΔJ = +1
ΔE = B J +1( ) J + 2( ) − BJ J +1( ) = 2B J +1( )
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Features of Rotational Spectra 

Rotational energy levels 
get widely spaced with 
increasing J	

Wavenumber (in cm-1) 

Intensity 

0	 2B	 4B	 10B	6B	 8B	 12B	 14B	

2B	
2B	

2B	

2B	
2B	2B	

Rotational spectral lines 
are all equally spaced 
 
Spectral lines have 
different intensities 

Why?	
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Degeneracy, gj = 2J + 1 

Boltzmann  
distribution: ( )n g kTj j j∝ −exp /ε



Rotational spectra for CO 
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Rotational spectroscopy: Applications 

•  Bond length 

•  Dipole moment (Stark effect) 

•  Microwave oven 

•  Astrophysics 

•  Analysis of materials 



 How to find out bond strength of HCl ?  
 A diatomic molecule with permanent dipole moment 

 Basic assumption:  
• The bond between two atom behaves like spring 

 •  The atoms vibrate approximately like an harmonic  
   oscillator obeying Hooke’s Law: 

  F  =  -k(r – req)   k is the force constant 

 
EPE = ½k(r – req)2 	 22	



The chemical bond as a simple harmonic oscillator  

SHO: a good approximation  
for small displacements 



The chemical bond as a simple harmonic oscillator  

SHO: a good approximation  
for small displacements 

Parabolic potential: V x( ) = 1
2
kx2

Schrödinger equation: 

−
!2

2µ
∇2 +

1
2
kx2

#

$
%

&

'
(ψ = Eψ

Boundary condition:  
      ψ = 0 at x = + ∞  

Ev = (v + ½)ħω 



The chemical bond as a simple harmonic oscillator  

v    = Vibrational quantum number  
      = 0, 1, 2, 3, … 

ω =
k
µ

Force constant 

Reduced mass 

Ev+1 – Ev = ħω 

Ev=0 = ½ħω 

Zero point energy 

= hω/2π = hn 

ν =
1
2π

k
µ

ν =
1
2πc

k
µ



Spectrum of a harmonic oscillator  

v    = Vibrational quantum number  
      = 0, 1, 2, 3, … 

ω =
k
µ

Force constant 

Reduced mass 

Ev+1 – Ev = ħω 
= hω/2π = hn 

ν =
1
2π

k
µ

ν =
1
2πc

k
µ

Energy of transition 

In
te

ns
it

y 

0 1000 2000 3000 

IR Spectrum: 
 Bond strength  

Polyatomic molecule: Different Bond strengths  
     è Functional groups  

Dv=1 



High resolution IR spectrum of HCl 

Rotational fine structure 

Isotope effect 

Dv=1, DJ=+1 



28	Banwell and McCash 



Anharmonic oscillator 

SHO: a good approximation  
only for small displacements 

•  The bond breaks at large displacements 
 
•  Bond dissociation energy 

Morse potential 



Anharmonic oscillator 
•  The bond breaks at large displacements 
 
•  Bond dissociation energy 
 
•  Energy levels come closer for higher values of v 
 
•  Fundamental and overtones in IR spectra 

SHO: a good approximation  
only for small displacements 

Morse potential 



Anharmonic oscillator: Energies 
•  The bond breaks at large displacements 
 
•  Bond dissociation energy 
 
•  Energy levels come closer for higher values of v 
 
•  Fundamental and overtones in IR spectra 

SHO: a good approximation  
only for small displacements 

ev = (v + ½)n - (v + ½)2xen

Morse potential 

xe = n/4De 

Dv=+1, +2, +3,…. 



Anharmonic oscillator: “Selection” rules 
•  The bond breaks at large displacements 
 
•  Bond dissociation energy 
 
•  Energy levels come closer for higher values of v 
 
•  Fundamental and overtones in IR spectra 

ev = (v + ½)n - (v + ½)2xen

Morse potential 

xe = n/4De 

Dv=+1, +2, +3,…. 

Fundamental 

1st Overtone 2nd Overtone 



Anharmonic oscillator: Position of spectral lines 

ev = (v + ½)n - (v + ½)2xen

xe = n/4De 

Dv=+1, +2, +3,…. 

Fundamental 

1st Overtone 2nd Overtone 

ε0 =
1
2
ν −

1
4
xeν

ε1 =
3
2
ν −

9
4
xeν

ε2 =
5
2
ν −

25
4
xeν

ε3 =
7
2
ν −

49
4
xeν



Anharmonic oscillator: Position of spectral lines 

xe = n/4De 

Dv=+1, +2, +3,…. 

Fundamental 

1st Overtone 2nd Overtone 

ε0 =
1
2
ν −

1
4
xeν

ε1 =
3
2
ν −

9
4
xeν

ε2 =
5
2
ν −

25
4
xeν

ε3 =
7
2
ν −

49
4
xeν

ε1 −ε0 =ν − 2xeν =ν (1− 2xe )

ε2 −ε0 = 2ν − 6xeν = 2ν (1−3xe )
ε3 −ε0 = 3ν −12xeν = 3ν (1− 4xe )



Anharmonic oscillator: Position of spectral lines 

xe = n/4De 

Dv=+1, +2, +3,…. 
Fundamental 

1st Overtone 2nd Overtone 

ε0 =
1
2
ν −

1
4
xeν

ε1 =
3
2
ν −

9
4
xeν

ε2 =
5
2
ν −

25
4
xeν

ε3 =
7
2
ν −

49
4
xeν In
te

ns
it

y 

Wavenumber 

ε1 −ε0 =ν − 2xeν =ν (1− 2xe )

ε2 −ε0 = 2ν − 6xeν = 2ν (1−3xe )
ε3 −ε0 = 3ν −12xeν = 3ν (1− 4xe )



IR Spectrum of Carbon Monoxide (CO) 

Fundamental 
Peak 

First 
Overtone 



 How to find out bond length of H2 ?  
 A diatomic molecule without permanent dipole moment 

H2 does have polarizability thus dipole moment can be induced 
 
Molecular rotation or vibration can transform this into  
an oscillating induced dipole 

●  Scattering of visible monochromatic light by  
    molecules  
●  Two kinds of scattering encountered: 

–  Rayleigh (1 in every 10,000)                    same frequency 
–  Raman  (1 in every 10,000,000)                  different frequencies 

Raman Spectroscopy 
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Nobel Prize 
 1930 



Rotational Raman Spectroscopy 

Eα=µ

The molecule can be made  
anisotropically polarized and 
Raman active. 

Selection Rules: 

2,0J ±=Δ Linear rotors 
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Raman Spectroscopy 
Virtual state 

V=1 

V=0 
J=2 
J=1 

J=3 

J=4 

Virtual state 

V=1 

V=0 
J=2 
J=1 

J=3 

J=4 

●  Rayleigh scattering: no change in wavenumber of light 
●  Raman scattering:  
   either greater than original or less than original by a 

constant amount determined by molecular energy levels & 
independent of incident light frequency 

hn
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Rotational Raman Spectroscopy 

� 

EJ =
h2

8π 2Ic
J J +1( )  cm-1,  where J = 0,1,2.....

EJ = BJ J +1( )  cm-1,    where   B =
h2

8π 2Ic
= Rotational Constant

0, 2JΔ = ±Selection Rule:	
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Vibrational Raman Spectroscopy 

Selection Rule:	

� 

Δ v = 0,±1,±2,......
41	
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It doesn't matter how beautiful your theory is, 
it doesn't matter how smart you are. If it  
doesn't agree with experiment, it's wrong. 

R. P. Feynman 



CH 107 in a nutshell: Quantum mechanics in 
Chemistry: Theory and its manifestations ⌢

Hψ = Eψ



CH 107 in a nutshell: Bold thoughts from great 
minds 


